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THE Wharf PLAYERS of Provincetown 

as a Little Theatre Group, venture serious experimentation a theatre 
that is together a laboratory workshop and an intimate state 
where originality is marked 'and the audience 

as a little theatre offers variety comes the 
or an old master in new review now poetic fantasy and now 
grim realism where historic personages live and move, and social 
preachments have their say. 

as a Li le Theatre is not to be confused with the commercial theatre or 
It is the CREATIVE 

Of such instrument comes Reinhardt stanislavski An- 
the private theatrical 
THEATRE. 
dreyeff, Strindberg and Yeats 

It is neither of these 

\ 
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A ROMANTIC 

BY RICHARD Whorf 
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Charles, Duke of burgun 
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Wharf Notes 
The Wharf Theatre resumes its efforts for In courtesy we bow to our friends in Dennis 

the original in drama. Each play is selected and offer hearty toast for distinct contributions 
for such distinction in quality and especial en- to Drama from their new establishment, T h e  
couragement is offered to the newer authors. Cape Playhouse 

The Wharf Players present-with immodest 
pride--Mr. and Mrs. Louis Leon Hall in whom 
they lay just expectation of brilliant results upon 
the long list of their (the Hall's) theatrical 
performances'* 

This first production has particular local 
interest since its author, Mr. Richard Whorf, 
has native identity as the son of a Provinetown 
family that has made unusual accomplishments 
in art. Mr. Whorf is also very well known in 
Boston as a player. The second piece, "A Shot Rang Out," is a 

burlesque detective play by Nathaniel Ladd 
Foster, a distinguished lawyer, of Montclair, New 
Jersey. We hope to announce later that Mr. 
Foster will play in his own show. 

Our student group SO soon presents imposing 
personnel as far-reaching as a faculty member 
of the State Normal School of Troy, Alabama 
and another of the Goodman Theatre of the 
Art Institute, Chicago. 

THE REHEARSAL CLUB 

Attention must be brought to Mr. Ray The Rehearsal Club is an outgrowth of the 
Bowley, known SO well for his orchestral pre- 
sentations at the Provincetown Theatre, as giving 
invaluable advisory aid in the production of our is one of professional procedure 
work. academic curriculum. 

theatre . . . an opportunity for the student to 
work in creative environmemt, where 


